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KAPURED

FIRMA USLUGOWA
High-Quality Accounting and Human Ressources Services in Poland

ABOUT KAPURED
F.U:

DISTRIBUTING LEGACY
APPS TO REMOTE CLIENTS
Interview of Dariusz Kwiatkowski, Owner

Founded in 2009
Located in Gliwice
2 Company Servers

KAPURED is a full-service accounting and HR management firm. They also
provide start-up services, assisting with administrative issues like social
security, preparing contracts, and corporate taxes. KAPURED supports a
wide variety of businesses, including McDonald's franchises all over
Poland!
With a wide variety of customers throughout the region, KAPURED
needed a modern solution to easily share their business applications
with all their users. The solution also had to provide the ability to easily
manage their two servers from a distance.
IIn 2014, KAPURED installed a single full-featured TSplus Enterprise
license on one of the company servers. It enabled clients to remotely
connect and use their professional applications hosted on the server, via
RDP or web browser clients.
Since then, KAPURED has expanded their server farm to include a web
portal for use with TSplus Web Client. The ability to access the servers
using a computer, a tablet or a smartphone makes it the best remote
access solution for their business!

INCREASING EFFICIENCY AND
QUALITY OF SERVICE
TSplus provides an easy way to reduce Space
and Time impact while maintaining Security

The implementation of TSplus has led to a significant increase in
efficiency and quality of service. With no more space and time obstacles,
the distance between KAPURED servers is not an issue anymore!
With TSplus Web access, employees can work anywhere, anytime, around
the clock.
Our secure and reliable connections and efficient support ensure high
customer satisfaction. TSplus helped the company to move to a higher
technological level!

"Our cooperation with TSPlus is flawless
since the first days. Its employees react
very promptly to our remarks and
questions. Today, the servers locations,
as well as our journeys do not constitute
any hindrance any more. We sincerely
recommend their software to all who
care about safety and joys of mobility !"
- Dariusz Kwiatkowski, Owner of KAPURED
Find them at kapured.eu

TSplus solutions offer an
outstanding experience from
the start.
Installed in less than 5 minutes,
TSplus Enterprise delivers
Windows applications to any
user, even remote users
anywhere, no matter which
operating system, computer or
mobile device they are using!
With its advanced
functionalities and smart
Management tool, TSplus is the
right ally for allowing
connectivity with simplicity
and flexibility.

